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Holdup statistics announced

BY BOB HOFFMAN

white members of the College class of 1967 marched in their cap and gown last May, 39 of their colleagues left the University during their senior year with their diplomas.

A similar decline in the College's coffin Tuesday revealed that approximately 10 percent of all students in the College last year either dropped out of school, transferred, or took their last year of absence.

Assistant Dean of the College Malcolm Campbell indicated that the decline reflected a change in the socioeconomic background of "the people we're teaching to become people," which is the University's policy statement. However, the decline could also suggest that the University's "environment of the ‘politicizer’ and character" of the organization involved.

The petition proposal comes from the College of Science, which is the last year of the petition process. The petition process is the last chance for students to have their voices heard.

28 fail to get diplomas

SAAS criticizes joint project with Baltimore college

BY JOHN RILEY and CONNIE REPLOGLE

The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan." The Society of Afro and Afro-American Students (SAAS) charged that the University system's handling of the Morgan-Penn exchange program is "unfair to the Morgan students, and the University in carrying on this program, and especially by the administration of Morgan."
Scott leader in minority race

WASHINGTON - Labor Secretary George P. Shultz Tuesday issued guidelines for handling minority workers as federally aided construction projects in Pennsylvania - a proposal expected to be in other major cities. The guidelines set minimum hours per man day that may be forced on the work force, provided the project is to be handled by minority workers. The guidelines were issued on a proposal that had been before Congress for more than a year. The issue was to be considered by the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee on Wednesday and Thursday in Chicago as part of the appropriations bill. Senate votes today

National

Pot search delays motorists

By GARY BERKE

The administration yesterday asked for permission to use federal highway patrolmen to assist in the search for the president's pot plants. The request was made in a letter to the Senate Committee on Government Operations.

The administration also requested permission to use federal highway patrolmen to assist in the search for the president's pot plants. The request was made in a letter to the Senate Committee on Government Operations.

By United Press International

Pot search delays motorists

The Government's credentials on drug smuggling have been called into question by the latest development in the search for the president's pot plants.

The search for the president's pot plants has been ongoing for several months. The president himself has expressed concern about the search, saying it is a waste of time and money. The administration has defended the search, saying it is necessary to protect national security.

However, some critics have argued that the search is a money-losing venture, costing taxpayers millions of dollars. They have also criticized the administration for not releasing information about the search to the public, saying it is important for the public to know what is going on.

A recent report by the Government Accountability Office found that the search for the president's pot plants has been poorly managed and inefficient. The report found that the administration has not kept accurate records of the search, and that it has not been able to recover all of the pot plants it has found.

The president has expressed frustration with the search, saying it is a distraction from other important issues. He has also stated that he does not believe the search is necessary.

Some experts have suggested that the search for the president's pot plants is a waste of time and money. They argue that the government should be focusing on more important issues, such as homeland security and counterterrorism.

The administration has said that it will continue to search for the president's pot plants, and that it is committed to finding all of the plants. They have also said that they will be more transparent about the search in the future.

However, some critics believe that the search is a political stunt, designed to distract the public from other important issues. They argue that the administration is using the search as a way to score political points, and that it is not in the best interest of the nation.

The search for the president's pot plants continues, with the administration and the president at odds over the issue. The outcome of the search remains uncertain, but it is clear that it will continue to be a topic of debate for some time to come.
Now... at our University Office, located on the Penn Campus.

Fidelity lets you join the jet set for half fare

We want your money in a Fidelity Special Checking Account. And we're prepared to help you to sign up.

A free American Youth Plan ID Card entitles you to one-half air fare on a stand-by basis on American, United, Western, TWA, Northwest, Northeast, and Continental Airlines. And you get one-third off on a reserved seat basis on Air West, Frontier, Braniff, Delta, and National Airlines. The card gets low student rates at some of the best hotels as well. (Note: The airlines restrict the Youth Plan Card to students under 22.)

Or, if you prefer, you may choose a high intensity study lamp especially designed for deep personal thinking.

To get the bonus just open a Fidelity Special Checking Account for as little as $25 at one of our 60 offices. Fill out the coupon and bring along your student ID card or proof of college enrollment. You'll soon find out the account is a pretty good deal. Checks cost only 50¢ each. You pay only for checks you use. No 50¢ a month service charge during the summer if you don't use the account. Minimum balance? Only $1.

So come on in with your coupon, proof, and $25 now.

THE FIDELITY BANK
40TH & CHESTNUT STS.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
In fraternity reform

By Dr. ERIC HAFNA

Editor's note: Dr. Kafka is Co-director and Director of the Office of International Services.

In the past twenty years increasing numbers of foreign students have come to American universities in quest of higher learning. The unique needs of those who have left their native homes to seek higher education in a foreign land have not been adequately met, and those far removed from their own families and communities are not always aware of opportunities that are available to them. This lack of information about foreign groups is a frequent cause of misunderstanding and conflict. It is essential that all university students be made aware of the problems faced by these students.

For this reason, the University has recently presented Mr. Hively's proposals to abolish pledging and the moratorium will show students that the University's concern for the students' welfare is genuine.

The fraternity selection process, regarded by some students as a necessary evil, has been criticized by those who believe that fraternities are espousing." Ro-
Modern HS planned for West Phila.

By CONNIE REPOOGLE

A new high school neighborhood plan for Philadelphia has been put to the public. The most recent version is the Market Streets proposal.

Community representatives of Public School District One which includes the University City neighborhood area believe “increased educational opportunities” are the concern of the new high school plan.

The new plan is being presented by the University City School District, according to the District Superintendent, Dr. Marshall Young.

While the school will offer all of the normal courses available at other high schools, the instruction will be individualized with consideration given to each student’s interests, capabilities, and career plans. This curriculum will be implemented by the Educational Systems for the “of-the-shelf” pupil.

Dr. Young, director of the project in Philadelphia described the program which is “enlarged” with emphasis on interdisciplinary learning. Thus, it is envisaged that no one will come to class without having taken some kind of subject, for, rather, can serve an interesting and relevant function in the high school.

An advanced feature of the high school will be its “enlarged emphasis” in math and the sciences, Dr. Young commented.

Activities Council to consider funds of controversial groups

By JOAN RIEDER

The Student Activities Council of the University of Pennsylvania Community of Students will meet tonight to discuss the recognition of funding of controversial student organizations.

Upon the present time that the council has to no less about the recognition and funding of religious, political or discriminatory organizations, but the possibility and method of such recognition will be discussed this evening.

If there is a temporary, temporary council tonight’s council will meet.

The group as a whole, is subject to the local chapter of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and Society of Afro-American Studies (SAAS) of the council tonight, however, because the council’s members meeting consensus on a letter to the council.

The letter informed the SDS that money had not been allocated to SDS through normal student government processes and asked that the council also be informed on the organization of the student body.

The letter also informed the SDS that money had not been allocated to SAAS through normal student government processes and asked that the council also be informed on the organization of the student body.

Two new national organizations that are recognized by the student body are the American University Social Democratic Society, and the council is interested in surveying related organizations, pending recommendations and planning “a strong hold on how much money is needed” to the council’s meeting.

If a decision on the purpose of the meeting is reached, a newsletter will be sent to the student body.

The council members will also be asked to be held in the council meeting.

The group has also been allocated to the student council of the student body, however, because of the student council’s hesitation, however, it is currently exploring the possibility of funding the student council.

The council, which has been allocated to the student council of the student body, however, because the council’s hesitation, however, it is currently exploring the possibility of funding the student council.

By MAURICE OSTEDT

The new District 1 Coordinator of the Republican College Council of Pennsylvania has been meet tonight at the University of Pennsylvania.

The new position is now vacant on the University who will be appointed in the spring. He is the third assistant director of the student council.
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HARVARD: hoping to repeat

COACHING: As he starts his 13th season at Harvard this fall, John Yovicsin approaches another milestone in an outstanding career: most victories by a Crimson head coach. The ’67 campaign was his 10th since taking over the football program at Harvard in 1957 when the sport was on a shaky footing, he has been standing career: most victories by a Crimson head coach.

DEFENSE: Harvard teams have been characterized during the Yovicsin era by strong defense, forcing 23 turnovers. In three of the last four years, the Crimson have led the Ivy League in total defense; last year Harvard ranked 5th in the nation. The basic alignment is an Oklahoma 5-4 with a rotating four-deep perimeter, but a three-deep perimeter (monster defense) is also used. Three pass rushers, a defensive end and two tackles, split the line. The strategy is to rotate the inside line so opposite ends can work against the offensive perimeter. Usually, two inside linemen have been characterized during Yovicsin’s tenure by strong defense, forcing 23 turnovers. In three of the last four years, the Crimson have led the Ivy League in total defense; last year Harvard ranked 5th in the nation. The basic alignment is an Oklahoma 5-4 with a rotating four-deep perimeter, but a three-deep perimeter (monster defense) is also used. Three pass rushers, a defensive end and two tackles, split the line. The strategy is to rotate the inside line so opposite ends can work against the offensive perimeter. Usually, two inside linemen

Ray Hornblower

If you passed her on the street you wouldn’t notice her...

By JOHN KERTHEIMER

Personal appearance for athletic teams has been an area of concern, but the rules that have been proposed have created a series of neatness rules for athletic teams.

Track and cross country coach Jim Tuppeny explained that he intends to continue a general line of neatness in his team’s apparel, with the exception of both squads, passed easily, Tuppeny commented. "I was pleased with our defense, we did very well against the running game, and we’re making some good progress with our perimeter defense. We have some guidelines where we need improvement, but we still have some time to develop them."

Hayden remarked after the race, "the Rutgers coach kicked us from behind the start, but then he had some trouble. Right now, everybody is uptight over the way they play, not for the way they look," Hayden said.

Johnson remarked that his harriers, remarked that four of his harriers were absent. A couple of their guys off their squad. In effect were running against their B-team.

"I want my teams to be remembered for what is inside the person involved, but each
cynic might note that the missing quartet had certain powers of ESP."

Ike Vicco and George Lolith, have graduated, the Crimson will still have the making for a potent offense. Ray Hornblower, former Frank Change, offensive star of last year’s Yale game, has the inside track on the quarterback slot. Yovicsin believes that if his team can get some consistent quarterbacking they should be able to move the ball on the ground as well as the air.

In three of the last four years, the Crimson have led the Ivy League in total defense; last year Harvard ranked 5th in the nation. The basic alignment is an Oklahoma 5-4 with a rotating four-deep perimeter, but a three-deep perimeter (monster defense) is also used. Three pass rushers, a defensive end and two tackles, split the line. The strategy is to rotate the inside line so opposite ends can work against the offensive perimeter. Usually, two inside linemen have been characterized during Yovicsin’s tenure by strong defense, forcing 23 turnovers. In three of the last four years, the Crimson have led the Ivy League in total defense; last year Harvard ranked 5th in the nation. The basic alignment is an Oklahoma 5-4 with a rotating four-deep perimeter, but a three-deep perimeter (monster defense) is also used. Three pass rushers, a defensive end and two tackles, split the line. The strategy is to rotate the inside line so opposite ends can work against the offensive perimeter. Usually, two inside linemen have been characterized during Yovicsin’s tenure by strong defense, forcing 23 turnovers. In three of the last four years, the Crimson have led the Ivy League in total defense; last year Harvard ranked 5th in the nation. The basic alignment is an Oklahoma 5-4 with a rotating four-deep perimeter, but a three-deep perimeter (monster defense) is also used. Three pass rushers, a defensive end and two tackles, split the line. The strategy is to rotate the inside line so opposite ends can work against the offensive perimeter. Usually, two inside linemen have been characterized during Yovicsin’s tenure by strong defense, forcing 23 turnovers. In three of the last four years, the Crimson have led the Ivy League in total defense; last year Harvard ranked 5th in the nation. The basic alignment is an Oklahoma 5-4 with a rotating four-deep perimeter, but a three-deep perimeter (monster defense) is also used. Three pass rushers, a defensive end and two tackles, split the line. The strategy is to rotate the inside line so opposite ends can work against the offensive perimeter. Usually, two...